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We present our study regarding a compact system design for cell counting and simultaneous 3D imaging, based on digital in-line holographic
microscopy configuration. The system is built around the known experimental configuration which includes a pinhole but we also investigate
the configuration with a monomode fiber as a light source. Considered samples consist of a very low concentration of cells in flow in a
microchannel. The main challenge in our design is to obtain the digital hologram of one cell on a regular video camera sensor in proper
resolution conditions, as opposed to the usual configurations where the aim is to visualize a large area. This fact is possible with shorter
distances between pinhole and sample and with pinholes with diameters slightly larger than 1micron. These can now be realized by
considering the microtechnological processes for microchannel and pinhole fabrication on the same substrate with high refractive index -
to increase the numerical aperture of the system The geometrical parameters are established after the numerical analysis of the diffracted
field from a single cell and of the entire system numerical aperture values.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Starting from Denis Gabor’s principle introduced for holog-
raphy, many branches have since been developed with dif-
ferent applications: digital in-line holographic microscopy [1]-
[3], digital off-axis holographic microscopy [4, 5], holographic
interferometry [6], holographic memories [7], to name but a
few. The main difference between classical holography and
new techniques is the recording media. In the case when the
holograms are recorded on a video camera sensor, the recon-
struction must be performed numerically, using proper algo-
rithms in correlation with the experimental setups, based on
the diffraction theory [8, 9].
The digital in-line holographic microscopy (DIHM) tech-
nique assumes that a point source illuminates an object. The
diffracted beam superposed on the undiffracted beam (which
forms the reference beam) is recorded on a CCD camera.
For this experimental setup, several configurations have
been proposed [10, 11] and adequate algorithms have been
developed for object image reconstruction and for its better
refocusing criterion [12]-[14]. DIHM configuration offers in
the reconstructed function quantitative information along the
propagation axis with nanometer accuracy in certain condi-
tions [15]-[18], which completes the transversal dimensions
for 3D object images. Furthermore, this technique allows high
speed image acquisition suitable for studying cells involved
in fast processes like flow in microchannels.
In this paper we present our work developed with the aim
to design a compact system for cell counting and visualiza-
tion in the same time, based on the DIHM configuration. The
motivation started from the idea that in routine automated
blood analysis (using impedance counter for example), the
number of different blood cell types is established, but their
3D shapes, which are important for the identification of dif-
ferent diseases, cannot be visualized. Because biological sam-
ples are transparent in visible light, only when they are com-
bined with chromatographic agents, they can be studied in
classical bright field microscopy; otherwise special techniques
are necessary, such as phase contrast, differential interference
contrast, diffraction phase cytometry [19], holographic mi-
croscopy.
We propose a compact system where a low concentration of
red blood cells (RBCs) flows in a microchannel which is illumi-
nated by a quasipoint source (which can be defined by a pin-
hole). The microtechnological progresses offer now the pos-
sibility to consider the microchannel and the pinhole on the
same substrate (on opposite faces). These lead to a decrease
in the pinhole-sample distance and enable small sample vol-
ume analysis, with cells inside a medium with high refractive
index.
In the design of this system we must meet all optical condi-
tions for a DIHM experimental setup in accordance also with
the possibility offered by the microtechnological processes. To
satisfy the requirement for simultaneously counting and visu-
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FIG. 1 Modeled shape for a) immature RBC and b) mature RBC; c), d) Diffracted amplitude from cells with phase-only transmission function modeled as a) and b) respectively
(all are resized from representation reason.
alization, the system must fulfill some conditions for dimen-
sions and distances. For example, usually in DIHM setups are
used pinholes with hundreds of nanometers in diameter for
large area illumination. To simulate the case when we visual-
ize each cell separately, in our system we will decrease the dis-
tance between the pinhole and the sample plane and also we
will consider pinholes greater than 1 micron. But, for these di-
ameters, the numerical aperture (an important parameter for
setups in DIHM configuration) decreases. To increase its val-
ues, we consider mediums with high refractive index to de-
sign the system.
In our simulations we started with analytical dependences
between geometrical and optical parameters (pinhole diam-
eter, pinhole-microchannel distance, microchannel-CCD sen-
sor distance, microchannel dimensions, refractive indices) and
we looked for finding some intervals for their values to meet
satisfied resolution values and to remain inside technolog-
ical requirements. The diffracted field from different RBC
types which flow in a microchannel is obtained at differ-
ent distances. We also investigated the possibility of using a
monomode fiber as a gaussian field source of 3.5 µm in diam-
eter. An optical fiber was also used in other setups for DIHM
configuration, but with the aim to visualize a large portion of
the sample volume [20].
2 DIFFRACTION PATTERN
In the DIHM experimental setup configuration based on a
point source, a spherical wave passes through the sample.
On the CCD camera is recorded the hologram composed by
the superposition between the diffracted and the undiffracted
wave (reference wave). The resolution in the hologram plane
and consequently on the image of the reconstructed object
is linked with the number and dimension of the recorded
fringes, the latter being in turn related to the pixel pitch. Two
sample details can be resolved from the whole sample if the
number of captured fringes is large (minimum ten fringes)
and if one fringe spans a minimum of three camera pixels [21].
Based on these ideas, we calculate the diffraction pattern from
each cell types located in the sample using diffraction the-
ory in the Fresnel approximation [22]. In this case, the Fres-
nel diffraction equation yields the following expression for the
diffracted field DF (xH , yH) in any point (xH , yH) in the holo-
gram plane:
DF(xH , yH) =
∫∫
Σ
h (xO, yO, xH , yH)TO (xO, yO) dxOdyO (1)
where the weighting function h (xO, yO, xH , yH) depends on
the dimensions of diffractive structures and distances be-
tween the object plane and the hologram plane (CCD sensor
plane). For DIHM geometries with point source, we suppose
a nearly spherical incident wave in the object plane, with the
usual weighting function from the reference [21] for distances
where Fresnel number is very close to 1.
The transmission function TO(xO, yO) for our samples is com-
puted as being phase only, because biological samples are
transparent in the visible range.
T0(x0, y0) = exp(i · ∆Φ(x0, y0)) (2)
where the phase difference introduced by the sample is:
∆Φ(x0, y0) =
2pi
λ
[(nc − nm)z(x0, y0)] (3)
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FIG. 2 Sketch of our compact system.
and the refractive index ncand nm are for cells and the liquid
medium which surround them. Their shapes are modeled as
oblate spheroids with different characteristics. At every point,
the cell thickness, z, is linked with the coordinates (x0, y0) in
a plane perpendicular to the propagation axis, through the
equation of the centered ellipsoid in the Cartesian coordinate
system:
x20
a2
+
y20
b2
+
z2
c2
= 1 (4)
where aand b are the equatorial radii and c is the polar radius.
Immature RBCs are simple oblate spheroids with circular pro-
jection. Mature RBCs are biconcave oblate spheroids with cir-
cular projection. Two of them are represented in false color in
Figure 1(a) and (b), like normalized phase distribution. The
diffracted amplitude (transversal section) is obtained at dif-
ferent distances. In Figure 1(b), (c) are presented two of these
sections (cropped 10 fringes from central region) at z =1 mm,
when we modeled the immature RBC like oblate spheroids
with diameter in equatorial axis 9 µm and in polar axis 4 µm,
mature RBC like oblate spheroids with diameter in equatorial
axis 7 µm and in polar axis 2.5 µm with a concavity of 4 µm in
equatorial axis and 1 µm in polar axis. The refractive indices
are considered constants at mean values from the literature:
1.39 and 1.41 for immature and mature RBC respectively [23]-
[25].
All these simulations are performed with the aim of know-
ing the diameters of the diffraction patterns which fulfill
the resolution constraints on the CCD sensor in accordance
with the equipment features. The maximum value for the
spatial frequency which is resolvable by a digital detector
fmax = 1/2δ is inversely proportional with the pixel pitch dis-
tance, δ = 7.4 µm in the case of our Kodak sensor.
3 COMPACT SYSTEM DESIGN
Two different configurations exist for the DIHM experimen-
tal setup with point source: Eq. (1) introduced by Kreuzer’s
and his team [26], Eq. (2) introduced by Ozcan and his collab-
orators [27]. The main idea for both configurations is based
on Gabor’s consideration to introduce a pinhole, but the dis-
tances (pinhole to sample and sample to CCD sensor) are in
different ranges. A sketch of our designed setup is shown in
Figure 2; the compact system includes a microchannel with
thickness dm in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or SU8 pho-
toresist deposited on a glass substrate and a pinhole on the
other side of the same glass slide. The plane situated in the
middle of the microchannel, parallel with the CCD sensor
plane we call it the microchannel axial plane, where we placed
the cells in our simulations.
From this punctual source, a spherical wave propagates
within a cone, which has the half angle of:
sin ϕ = 1.22
λ
dp
(5)
where dp is the pinhole diameter and λ=635 nm is the used
wavelength from a laser source. In the case of our setup
(Figure 2), we make the following notations: dp−m - the dis-
tance between the pinhole and the microchannel, dm - the mi-
crochannel width, dm−a - the distance between the microchan-
nel and the air surface, da- the distance between the air surface
and the CCD camera sensor.
An important parameter of the DIHM setup in this lens-
less configuration, which establishes the quality of the recon-
structed object image, is the numerical aperture (NA) of the
entire system. It depends on the distance between the pinhole
and the CCD camera sensor and on the CCD camera aperture
[28]:
NA =
dCCD/2√
(dCCD/2)
2 +
(
dp−m + dm + dm−a + da
)2 (6)
where dCCD is the diameter of the active area of the CCD sen-
sor (detector width).
When the medium passed by the beam isn’t simple air, we
must calculate the expression for the effective wavelength
[17]:
λe f f =
λ
n
(7)
where nrepresent the refractive index of the passed medium.
In our system, different portions passed through the laser
beam are made from different materials. In this case, in litera-
ture [17] is introduced the effective refractive index ne f f . The
effective wavelength becomes:
λe f f =
λ
ne f f
=
λ
(
dp−m + dm + dm−a + da
)
dp−mnglass + dmnm + dm−anglass + da
(8)
where nglass = 1.5, nm = 1.34 are the refractive indices for
glass substrate, for the fluid medium within the microchannel,
respectively. In this case, also the numerical aperture of the
system increases with a factor ne f f [17].
The geometrical design of our compact system must take into
account many interrelated parameter values linked with: cell
diameter, pinhole diameter, diffraction pattern shape and di-
mension from a single cell, microchannel dimensions and ge-
ometry, axial distances, refractive indices of employed materi-
als, illuminated area on the CCD camera sensor. An extended
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analysis of parameters for DIHM setup was done by Garcia-
Sucerquia et al. [28], in the usual case, when a large field of
view is concerned. However, for an integrated system which
is used in specific conditions, a special design is needed [29].
Our idea to visualize small volume is based on the fact that
now, the microtechnological processes permit pinhole fabrica-
tion on the same substrate with the microchannel. In this way,
we eliminate the distance through air after the pinhole which
leads to decrease values for the pinhole-sample distance. Con-
sequently, the optical path values through high refractive in-
dex medium increases which leads to increase the system NA.
In [17] the researchers increase the NA value in DIHM config-
uration using particles immersed in oil with high refractive in-
dex. Recently another configuration was also reported [16] for
NA=0.8 in DIHM, achieved with air between the pinhole and
sample to visualize a large area from the sample. The values
for NA are inverse proportional with the pinhole diameter.
The NA parameter is important because the resolution is also
related with it:
i) The lateral resolution - the minimum distance to which the
system distinguishes two neighboring points [28]:
∆lat =
λ
2 · NA . (9)
ii) The depth resolution [30]:
∆long =
λ
2(NA)2
. (10)
In order to increase the resolution in systems based on the
DIHM configuration, an idea based on different angles for il-
lumination was recently introduced [18], but this is unsuitable
for dynamic samples because two images in two different con-
ditions are needed for the same sample.
Some other conditions must be taken into account in order to
design our compact system for cell visualization and count:
Eq. (1) in order to avoid multiple cell superposition in flow
in the microchannel, its thickness is considered in the range
30-40 µm Eq. (2) in order to record on the CCD camera sen-
sor the hologram of a single cell, we must choose a proper
value for the cone angle with its top on the pinhole Eq. (3) the
area occupied by the cell must be less than approximately half
from the illuminating area in the sample plane [20]. For these
reasons, we consider the dependence between the pinhole di-
ameter and the distance dp−m for different cell diameters (be-
tween approx. 7-11 µm) and respective illuminating area of
the cell (between approx. 20-36 µm) in the microchannel ax-
ial plane. (These values are considering for a lower limit. For
cells with larger diameters, the distances will be grater). Fig-
ure 3 shows several curves regarding these parameters when
we consider that the illumination cone ‘sees’ only one cell. The
condition that the pinhole-sample distance must be greater
than
√
2/2from the geometrical dimension of the sample [12]
is satisfied in all cases for dp−m >100 µm.
In order to establish the microchannel-air distance we must
take into account the NA values. First, we correct the theoret-
ical relation because is obvious that not all the CCD camera
FIG. 3 a) Illumination cone angle vs. pinhole-microchannel distance b) Pinhole di-
ameter vs. pinhole-microchannel distance for different illumination area diameters
d1=20 µm, d2=24 µm, d3=28 µm, d4=32 µm, d5=36 µm in the microchannel axial
plane.
sensor will be covered by the laser wavefront (the detector
is not fully illuminated). We computed the adequate values
for illuminated diCCD in different conditions for each set of in-
terrelated geometrical parameters, with the aim to appear the
hologram of one cell on the CCD camera sensor. For example,
starting with an angle of around 14 degrees, the illumination
zone on the CCD sensor will be 2.2 mm in diameter and in
this case the geometrical path between the point source and
the CCD camera sensor must be 4.4 mm (in air). Using materi-
als with high refractive index, the distance to the CCD camera
sensor will be shorter. In Fig.4 are presented the curves for
NA values dependence with dp−m for different combination
between the distances dm−a and da so as to fulfill the previous
conditions.
In all cases, the NA values are within usual ranges for this
technique, using normal values for the geometrical param-
eters; they can be increased using smaller wavelengths and
some higher refractive index materials transparent for visible
wavelengths (the CCD cameras are cheaper in this range).
Because in DIHM a single hologram, acquired in fractions of a
second, contains information about the entire path traveled by
the laser beam, for depth resolution values we have no sup-
plementary restriction in our system. Different planes with
details from the object domain are distinguished by choosing
different values for longitudinal distance (along propagation
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FIG. 4 a) Fig.4 Dependence for NA values vs. pinhole-microchannel distance at a) dm−a=2.2 mm da=0.5 mm, b) dm−a=2 mm da=1 mm, c) dm−a=2 mm da=2 mm, for different
illumination area diameters d1=20µm, d2=24 µm, d3=28 µm, d4=32 µm, d5=36 µm in the microchannel axial plane.
FIG. 5 Section in xOz plane of the propagated field in BPM.
axis) in the algorithm of the reconstruction process or by em-
ploying a refocusing algorithm [14].
4 NUMERICAL RESULTS
The system geometry was implemented using OptiBPM soft-
ware [31] based on Beam Propagation Method, which is ded-
icated package software for photonic integrated circuits but
it can be also used for simulation of other optical configura-
tions like microsystems including optical microfluidic circuits.
In Figure 5 is a section in xOz plane of the propagated field
through the system. The source is considered the pinhole in
the left side. The field propagation is simulated through the
glass substrate, the microchannel where is diffracted on an
RBC, through the glass cover layer, and finally through air to
the screen (the CCD-right side).
The simulations were performed in different geometrical con-
ditions. From now on, we consider two cases for the illumina-
tion source: Eq. (1) a pinhole with a diameter of dp=5 µm on
one face of the glass support, Eq. (2) the exit of a monomode
fiber with the mode field diameter of d f=3.5 µm. On the oppo-
site face of the glass slide, we consider the microchannel man-
ufactured in PDMS or SU8 photoresist (width 30 µm). The pa-
rameters for cells geometry are: immature RBC is considered
an oblate spheroid with 2 µm polar radius, 4.5 µm equato-
rial radius, 1.39 refractive index, mature RBC is considered an
oblate spheroid with 1.218 µm polar radius, 3.5 µm equatorial
FIG. 6 Amplitude profiles from: simple liquid in microchannel (red), immature RBC
(green), mature RBC (blue) in configuration with dp=5 µm, dp−m=250 µm, a)
dm−a=800 µm da=0.5 mm b) dm−a=1 mm, da=0.5 mm.
radius, 1.41 refractive index, for its concavity we consider the
polar radius 0.5 µm and equatorial radius 2 µm.
In Figure 6 are shown some profiles computed in OptiBPM
cut through the middle of the 2D amplitude distribution in
the CCD camera sensor plane when we consider the case with
pinhole. These amplitude profiles reveal the fact that one can
distinguish different types of cells besides the case when the
microchannel is empty. We consider that the small fringes at
the exit fields after propagation on long distances appear be-
cause the radiation reflected at the lateral edges of the compu-
tation domain. We choose this pinhole diameter because was
demonstrated [32] that this diameter is suitable also with a
LED like source from the point of view of intensity, coherence
and resolution in the reconstructed object image. This final
consideration offers the possibility to change the illumination
source after making the system, which leads to a cheaper sys-
tem and high flexibility in the measurements part.
In this design we also investigate the possibility of replacing
the pinhole with the end of a single mode fiber (mode field
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FIG. 7 Amplitude profiles with: simple liquid in microchannel (red), immature RBC
(green), mature RBC (blue) in configuration with monomode fiber, dp−m= 150 µm, a)
dm−a= 800 µm, da=0.5 mm, b) dm−a= 1 mm, da= 0.5 mm.
diameter 3.5 µm). In this way, the cost and time required to
produce this compact system will be shortened. Also, the lens
between the laser and the pinhole will miss. Figure 7 shows
several profiles computed in OptiBPM cut through the middle
of the 2D amplitude distribution of the diffracted field in the
screen plane when we consider a monomode fiber as mono-
point source. We chose this representation from comparison
reasons, because in this kind the amplitude distributions are
clearly differentiated between these three considered cases:
empty channel, immature RBC or mature RBC in flow in the
microchannel.
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We present our design for a compact system with the aim to
cell counting and visualization using the digital in-line holo-
graphic microscopy principle. All geometrical parameters are
studied in detail and all interrelated conditions with optical
parameters were analyzed in this computational study. The
simulations with different geometrical parameters were per-
formed taking into account the general constraints for in-line
holographic setup, for the microchannel and pinhole techno-
logical processes and for the refractive indices of common ma-
terials used for these purposes.
To choose the proper values we must follow some steps. Start-
ing from information about cell diameter, the illumination di-
ameter in micro channel is chosen and consequently, the cone
angle with top in the microchannel and the pinhole diame-
ter is calculated. Linked with these parameters, we find the
illuminating area diameter on the CCD camera sensor and the
distance between pinhole and CCD camera sensor. Finally, the
NA values interval is calculated considering the effective re-
fractive index, for different distances dm−aand da in order to
choose the combination which fulfills all optical, geometrical
and microtechnological constraints. Consequently, the com-
pact system design fulfills optical constraints to remain in
DIHM domain and to apply common algorithms for 3D ob-
ject image reconstruction with good enough resolution. This
scheme permits computation adaptability starting from many
cell types, cell dimension, pinhole diameters, distances in dif-
ferent common materials for different applications.
This analysis shows that a compact system based on the dig-
ital in-line holographic microscopy configuration can be de-
signed, manufactured and applied for simultaneous cell count
and 3D imaging. Its fabrication is facilitated by the fact that the
microtechnological processes (photolithography, thin film de-
position, microlithography, etching) permit obtaining on the
same glass slide, on opposite faces, of a pinhole and a mi-
crochannel. In all cases, the computed NA values are within
usual ranges for this technique (between 0.1 and 0.5), using
normal values for the geometrical parameters and refractive
indices for employed materials.
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